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Abstract: 
Today’s educational challenges necessitate the creative use of digital technology to adapt an effective pedagogical 
approach in chemistry teaching. While various visualization tools have been developed to improve visual-spatial skills, 
previous studies on digital technology interventions provide limited findings and show moderate effects on students’ 
learning. Moreover, students still have misconceptions even after using three-dimensional models physically or virtually 
while learning chemical bonding. Therefore, this study investigates the effectiveness of the CHEMBOND3D e-module 
that integrates the web-based visualization tool, Molview, on the chemical bonding concept knowledge and visual-spatial 
skills between treatment groups and control groups. A pretest-posttest non-equivalent control group with a quasi-
experimental quantitative design is used in the research. Pilot studies were conducted to verify the validity and reliability 
of the CHEMBOND3D Chemical Bonding Knowledge Test and Revised Purdue Visualization Test of Rotations. A total 
of 112 pre-university students from 10 schools in Sabah were selected based on the sampling method. The findings 
showed significant improvement in the chemical bonding concept knowledge and visual-spatial skills for treatment 
group students using CHEMBOND3D e-module compared to control group students using conventional methods. This 
provides new evidence of the potential of web-based application in learning microscopic chemistry concept in chemical 
bonding. These findings can facilitate further studies of other digital visualization tools such as virtual reality and 
augmented reality in support of learning complex chemistry concepts in reaction mechanisms and chemical equilibrium. 
Keywords: visualization, module, visual-spatial skills, knowledge, chemical bonding 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Chemistry is a discipline in the field of science that investigates the macroscopic and microscopic matter, 
production and application of materials, and interactions between substances. Johari and Yusof (2002) 
found students used their five senses to describe something invisible to their naked eyes in 
understanding the complexity of abstract chemistry concepts. Consequently, students’ minds and 
thoughts can be manipulated to reason logically, visualize and imagine to understand the concepts 
learnt. 

In understanding a chemistry concept, students should be able to integrate conceptual knowledge with 
visual-spatial skills to produce, maintain and manipulate an abstract visual image (Lohman, 1979). This 
skill is crucial for students to distinguish the mental image from real images through physical molecular 
models or representations on computer displays. Although educators are aware of the importance of 
these skills, various studies show students have difficulty to visualize the shape and structure of 
molecules in chemical bonding because this capability requires high visual-spatial skills (Mohamed-
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Salah & Alain, 2016; Pérez et al., 2017). Studies by Pérez et al. (2017) and Ibrahim, Othman and Talib 
(2015) found that students tend to flatten the molecule representation in wedge-dash structure into 
Fischer projection regardless of the difference in the spatial arrangement between the two forms of 
representation (Olimpo et al., 2015). 

Since teaching methods using two-dimensional images of molecules were found to be less successful in 
enhancing the conceptual knowledge and students’ visual-spatial skills, educators have proposed 
interventions using 3D molecules. According to Bugaje (2013), interventions using three-dimensional 
model representation either in physical or virtual form have improved student performance (Okoye, 
2016; Ulrich, 1991). As a result, various interventions incorporating digital technologies have been 
applied in teaching stereochemistry, hybridization, chemical bonding, and formation of polymer 
(Abraham et al., 2010; McCollum et al., 2014; Nechypurenko et al., 2018; Rayan & Rayan, 2017; Oliver-
Hoyo & Babilonia-Rosa, 2017). Their effectiveness depends on the creativity of educators and student 
aptness (Okorie et al., 2019). In chemistry teaching, teachers tend to use more concrete 3D physical or 
virtual models (Koyanagi et al., 2005). According to Hong and Woo (2006), the three-dimensional model 
representation presented virtually on a computer screen is easier to visualize than models in physical 
form. The findings were also supported by the study of Nechypurenko et al. (2018), which showed that 
students were able to visualize atomic structures, molecules and crystals better when taught chemical 
bonding using three-dimensional virtual models. 

As a result, various visualization tools have been developed to create virtual molecular structures. A 
survey by Craig et al. (2013) of 32 visualization tools found Pymol and Jmol were the most popular 
software for virtual three-dimensional molecular visualization because they were easy to use. 
Furthermore, these applications that have diverse, interesting features could be applied in laptops and 
smartphones as well (Craig et al., 2013). The dawn of the Industrial Revolution 4.0 (IR4.0) led to a 
technological boom. Fatemah et al. (2020) as well as Brown et al. (2020) have developed several 
interactive applications that integrate virtual reality technology, including StereoChem (Narasimha 
Swamy et al., 2018) and augmented reality, MoleculAR. Both applications provide a new experience for 
users, especially school children. However, they can only display images of molecular models through 
markers’ images infused in text or display images in textbooks (Fatemah et al., 2020). 

Although several studies have been carried out on teaching methods that effectively enhance the 
conceptual knowledge and spatial-visual skills among students, a meta-analysis by Sung et al. (2016) 
on the effects of digital technology interventions still show moderate impact on students’ learning 
achievements. Thus, this study will integrate Molview for students to visualize the form of molecules in 
three-dimensional settings while learning chemical bonding. Moreover, this web-based visualization 
tool is free and is easily accessible using a laptop or smartphone at any time without having to 
download. It fits well as the main medium in the implementation of the CHEMBOND3D e-module that 
promotes self-directed independent learning by students. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Submicroscopic chemistry topics are both visually and conceptually challenging issues in the world of 
education. The nature of atoms and molecules during physical and chemical changes is not easily 
illustrated as it requires a good understanding of three levels of representation and the ability to learn 
the symbolic representation in chemistry. According to Johnstone (1993), students often use symbolic 
representation without understanding the chemistry concepts thematically associated with these 
representations due to the high cognitive burden among students (Kozma, 2003). A study by Yaseen 
(2018) on trainee primary school science teachers revealed that most of them could not describe 
macroscopic and symbolic representation and understand the chemical concept related to the nature of 
the matter because of the static representation of the molecules. Therefore, the effective use of teaching 
materials can lead to a transition between these levels and contribute to high-level thinking that 
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enhances chemistry learning (Brown et al., 2020; Fatemah et al., 2020; Mohamed-Salah & Alain, 2016: 
Swamy et al., 2018). 

The vast application of visualization tools in science education enables learning science concepts 
involving dynamic chemical aspects in line with Constructivism Theory. They can help students shift 
between submicroscopic chemical levels (molecular world) and macroscopic chemical levels (world to 
be observed) (Yaseen, 2018). Visualization tools have been used to describe the form of molecules 
(submicroscopic levels) and the properties of chemical molecules (macroscopic levels), and help 
students understand the concept of transition between levels (macroscopic, submicroscopic and 
symbolic). Studies have shown that displaying the form of molecules in three-dimensional settings 
helps students to develop their conceptual understanding of specific topics related to chemical bonding. 
It aids in their understanding of atomic orbitals (S.C. Chen, 2015), chemical bonding (Fatemah et al., 
2020; Karacop & Doymus, 2013; Ozdemir, 2010), general chemistry (Al-Balushi et al., 2017), 
electrochemistry (Yang et al., 2003), dissolution in water molecules (Falvo & Suits, 2009), dynamic fluid 
equilibrium (Hinze et al., 2013), molecular models (Brown et al., 2020; Merchant, 2012; Mohamed-Salah 
& Alain, 2016; Ozdemir, 2010; Schönborn, 2011), and organic chemistry (Stieff, 2014; Swamy et al., 2018). 

In line with the development of educational technology in the IR4.0 age and the blooming of virtual 
reality and Internet of Things (IoT), teaching methods transformed from conventional methods to the 
use of electronic-based learning, i.e. e-learning (Rosnani, 2018). This has led to the creation of many 
computer-based visualization tools such as StereoChem (Swamy et al., 2018), 3D printing models 
(Penny et al., 2017) and Jmol (Fatemah et al., 2020). They can generally be categorized into model 
building tools, multimedia learning tools and learning environments. Although each of these 
interventions has a specific function, they have been developed based on constructivism and social 
learning theories whereby students build their knowledge based on their experience through 
observation and learning interaction with their peers (Bandura, 1977; Piaget, 1954). 

Although Udo and Etiubon (2011) reported that the construction of models and representations is a 
commonly known method often practised when teaching chemistry, the application of online molecular 
model visualization tools is inadequate, especially at the pre-university level (Gabel, 1993). There is still 
a lack of relevant literature on research that integrates inquiry-based teaching approaches based on the 
5E teaching model even after nearly 10 years of integration of technology to transform the dynamics of 
education (Louca & Zacharia, 2012). Thus, there is an urgency to develop such innovative teaching 
approaches which have several advantages over traditional face-to-face learning (Smith & Hardaker, 
2000).  

As illustrated in Figure 1, the development of the CHEMBOND3D e-module suggested in this study is 
based on Constructivism Theory (Piaget, 1954), Social Learning Theory (Bandura, 1977) and Cognitive 
Theory of Multimedia Learning (Mayer, 2009). It is envisaged that this module will enable students to 
develop their knowledge of chemical bonding by synthesizing new experiences through three-
dimensional molecular visualization using Molview via hands-on activities (Brooks & Brooks, 1993). In 
addition, this module emphasizes the interaction between the students on the virtual models with the 
surrounding to achieve the desired learning outcomes. The integration of multimedia as a cognitive tool 
in this module helps students to minimize short-term memory loads while learning abstract chemical 
bonding concepts, choosing information, building relationships and mental models. Thus, it promotes 
deep learning while enhancing students’ chemical bonding concept knowledge and visual-spatial skills 
(Mayer et al., 2018).  
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This research was conducted throughout the synchronous lessons incorporated in CHEMBOND3D e-
module in teaching chemical bonding concepts using Molview. It was to investigate if there was a 
significant difference in the chemical bonding concepts knowledge and visual-spatial skills between 
treatment and control groups of students before and after interventions were carried out. 

Research Objectives and Null Hypothesis 

In line with the problem statements discussed, the objective of this study was to determine the 
effectiveness of the CHEMBond3D e-module in enhancing students’ knowledge in chemical bonding 
concept and visual-spatial skills. Specifically, the hypotheses are:  

Ho1:  There is no significant difference in the knowledge in chemical bonding concept between treatment 
groups using the CHEMBOND3D e-module and control groups using conventional methods.  

Ho2:  There is no significant difference in visual-spatial skills between treatment groups using the 
CHEMBOND3D e-module and control groups using conventional methods. 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

A pretest-posttest non-equivalent control group with a quasi-experimental quantitative design was 
used in the research. Prior to the lesson, pretest of the CHEMBOND3D Chemical Bonding Knowledge 
Test and Revised Purdue Visualization Test of Rotations Test were administered to both the control and 
treatment groups in the first week. The two groups then had four weeks of formal synchronous lessons, 
learning chemical bonding concept via Google Meet. For the treatment group, teacher integrated 
CHEMBOND3D e-module with three-dimensional molecules were displayed via Molview. The students 
in the control group learnt similar topics in the conventional method, using textbooks, teachers’ 
handouts and PowerPoint presentations that displayed two-dimensional molecules. In the fourth and 
final week, students from both treatment and control groups were administered the posttest of the 
CHEMBOND3D Chemical Bonding Knowledge Test and PSVT:R. Table 1 shows a summary of the 
quasi-experimental design approach used in this study. 

Table 1. Research design of quasi-experimental 
Type of group Pretest Treatment Posttest 
Control O1 X1 O2 
Treatment O1 X2 O2 
Indicators: 
X1: Control group (Chemical bonding concept learnt without using CHEMBOND3D e-module). 
X2: Treatment group (Chemical bonding concept learnt using CHEMBOND3D e-module). 
O1: Pre-test 
O2: Post-test 

 
Figure 1. Research conceptual framework 
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Participants 

The sample size was determined in proportion to the population size. Hence, a total of 10 secondary 
schools were identified from a total of 29 secondary schools that offering Chemistry subject in their pre-
university studies. The remaining 19 schools are excluded in this research due to the location of the 
school in the rural areas, unreliable internet connection, and taught by novice teacher with less than 10 
years experience. Students were selected using purposive sampling using simple randomization to 
prevent selection bias thus each of the student has an equal chance of being assigned to treatment or 
control group (Ferreira & Patino, 2016). This is because students in Malaysian secondary schools are 
placed in different classes and streams. Other criteria such as access to Internet facilities and gadget 
ownership were also taken into account since the CHEMBOND3D e-module would be implemented 
entirely online. Only teachers with a minimum of 10 years of teaching experience were selected to avoid 
unnecessary variation in teaching method between pre-service and experienced teachers. Teachers 
involved in this research recognized as competent or above-average classroom managers, and were 
recommended by their school leaders as experts in the teaching profession (Palmer et al., 2005). These 
teachers were also required to obtain the permission and support of the school administators. Once 
samples have been identified, permission was obtained from the principals of the schools involved. 
Subsequently, formal consent and ethical clearance were obtained from the Education Planning and 
Research Division, Ministry of Education, and the Sabah State Education Department before the 
research was conducted with the teachers and students.  

A total of 112 pre-university students between the ages of 18 and 19 from 10 urban secondary schools 
in Sabah were selected for this research (Table 2). However, only 79 students were shortlisted for the 
descriptive and inferential analysis due to incomplete instruments, not answering either pretest or 
posttest. 

Table 2. The number of students from each school involved in this research 
Name of school Number of students Total Group Approach 
School A 16 

2 
13 
4 
3 

17 
7 

62 Control 
 

Using conventional teaching 
methods such as textbooks and 

PowerPoint slides 
School B 
School C 
School D 
School E 
School F 
School G 
School H 6 50 Treatment Teaching methods using 

CHEMBOND3D e-module School I 17 
School J 27 

 

Several measures have taken to avoid issues that may affect the internal and external validity of the 
research. These include internal threats of maturation (age, experience and level of knowledge), history 
(control groups’ background and school activities related to chemistry learning that could affect the 
learning variables), testing (sequence of items manipulated during posttest), instrumentation (content 
and face validity of instruments from experts), participant selection (homogeneity between control and 
treatment groups), mortality (the participation of consistent study participants throughout the study) 
and social interaction (participants of control groups and treatments selected from different schools). 
For external validity, the concerns include interaction between procedures and treatments. (Participants 
were selected from urban secondary schools based on the school timetable to avoid reactive effects. 
These participants were not informed about other groups of students who participated in the research 
and the interaction between the selection of participants with the interventions). The aim and hypothesis 
of this research were not informed in detail to the participants. 
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Instruments 

The study used two instruments, the CHEMBOND3D Chemical Bonding Knowledge Test and the Revised 
Purdue Visualization Test of Rotations (PSVT: R). 

CHEMBOND3D Chemical Bonding Knowledge Test 

This instrument is developed to study the effectiveness of the CHEMBOND3D module on students’ 
knowledge of the chemical bonding concept compared to conventional teaching methods. Table 3 
shows subtopics covered in the chemical bonding concept, the type and number of items and examples. 
All of these items will measure the students’ level of knowledge, understanding and application of the 
chemical bonding concept. This instrument was validated by a senior lecturer in chemistry and two pre-
university chemistry expert teachers with more than 10 years of experience. The reliability of the 
CHEMBOND3D Chemical Bonding Knowledge Test showed a strong correlation (r=+0.96, p<0.001) 
between pretest and posttest. This was done through a pilot study involving 37 respondents. 

Table 3. Subtopics in the chemical bonding concept, the type and number of items and the examples of 
items in the CHEMBOND3D Chemical Bonding Knowledge Test 

Subtopics Types 
Number 
of items 

Examples 

Lewis structure, ionic and covalent 
bonding 
Polar and non-polar molecule  
Shapes of molecules and ions and their 
bond angles 

Multiple-
choice 

questions 

10 Which statement about the Lewis structure of CO32- ad NO3- 
ions is true? 
A. Both ions are trigonal-planar in shape. 
B. Both ions have a formal charge on the central atom. 
C. Both ions form two double bonds and one single bond. 
D. Both ions have central atoms with one pair of unpaired 
electrons. 
 

Lewis structure 
Ionic compounds and covalent compounds 
 

Structured 
question 

2 Draw the Lewis structures for NH4+ and NO3- ions and 
predict their shapes. [4 marks] 

Lewis structure and shape of ions 
Dative covalent bond 
Polar and non-polar molecule  

Essay 
question 

1 An ammonia molecule accepts one hydrogen ion to form an 
ammonium ion or loses one hydrogen ion to form an amide 
ion. Draw the Lewis structures of ammonium and amide 
ions. Compare the shapes of the two ions. [8 marks]  

 

Revised Purdue Visualization Test of Rotations (PSVT:R)  

This instrument consists of 30 items. It tests the students’ visual-spatial skills by requiring them to 
identify the form of the three-dimensional object after rotation occurs. Figure 2 shows the examples of 
items tested in this PSVT:R test. 

The instrument was modified from the original version developed by Bodner and Guay (1997). It 
showed a high Cronbach alpha value reading of 0.84 compared to the original version and was modified 
to suit students aged 13 and above (Yoon, 2001). Based on previous studies related to visual-spatial 
thinking, Wu and Shah (2004) found that this instrument is suitable to gauge visual-spatial skills. In 
addition, this instrument was used in several research to measure the effectiveness of interventions of 
teaching methods in improving visual-spatial skills, including the integration of digital technology 
equipment in subjects that fall under science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) 
disciplines (Bodner & McMillen, 1986; Brown et al., 2020; Moore, 2017; Murray, 2016; Safadel & White, 
2020; Which et al., 2003). 
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CHEMBOND3D e-Module 

The CHEMBOND3D e-module is an electronic module developed based on the ADDIE model that 
integrates Molview, a web-based application, to draw and visualize molecules in three dimensions 
(Figure 3). This module accommodates two lesson plans that will focus on two important concepts in 
chemical bonding, which are Lewis structure and Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) to 
determine the shape of ions or molecules and bond angle. This can be carried out in four teaching 
sessions in accordance with the proposed teaching time for these subtopics stipulated by the Malaysian 
Examinations Council. The teaching session using this e-module will be conducted entirely online using 
the Google Meet application while integrating the 5E teaching model incorporating inquiry-based 
approaches (Bybee et al., 2006). This module was evaluated by five experts to ensure that it has included 
all contents to be tested and were in line with the aim of the research. A pilot study was done to assess 
ease of use, learnability and user satisfaction of the module. The pilot study was to ensure reliability 
and good usability of the CHEMBOND3D e-module before it was introduced to its target audience. 

  
Figure 3. Three-dimensional visualization for methane molecules that can be pan, rotate and zoom in 
Molview (left) in compare to two-dimensional visualization for the over-simplified model of the similar 
molecule in textbook (right) 

Intervention Strategy 

Prior to the intervention, pretest of the CHEMBOND3D Chemical Bonding Knowledge Test and PSVT:R 
Tests was administered to the treatment group (n=50) and control group (n=62) in the first week. 
Interventions were then introduced by teachers. They taught Chemical Bond topics to treatment groups 
using the CHEMBOND3D e-module through Google Meet where three-dimensional molecules were 

 
Figure 2. Examples of items that test student visual-spatial skills in PSVT: R 
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displayed via Molview. In contrast, students in the control group learnt similar topics in the conventional 
method, using textbooks, teachers’ handouts and PowerPoint presentations that displayed two-
dimensional molecules. In the fourth week, students from both treatment and control groups were 
administered with posttest of the CHEMBOND3D Chemical Bonding Knowledge Test and PSVT:R. 
Answer scripts of the pre- and post-tests were evaluated by two experienced pre-university chemistry 
teachers. 

Data Analysis 

The research data was analyzed using Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) software version 26, 
followed by hypothesis testing using independent sample t-tests. 

RESULTS 

As indicated in Table 4, the pretest results showed the knowledge of chemical bonding concept and 
visual-spatial skills were homogenous among students in both the control and treatment groups. 

Table 4. Average score, standard deviation and t-test for the pre-knowledge test of the chemical 
bonding concept knowledge and visual-spatial skills for control group and treatment group 
Dependent variable Group N M SD t p 
Chemical bonding concept knowledge  Control 49 16.69 5.709 -0.175 0.861 

Treatment 30 16.93 6.181 
Visual-spatial skills 
  

Control 49 20.20 5.881 1.111 0.270 
Treatment 30 18.70 5.778 

 

Independent sample t-test at a significant level αp=0.05 found no significant difference in chemical 
bonding concept knowledge between control and treatment groups (t(78)= -0.175, p=0.861). Levene test 
results for variance homogeneity indicates that the variance population is homogeneous with value F = 
0.0001 and p>0.05. Independent sample t-test on visual-spatial skills also showed no significant 
difference between control and treatment groups (t(78)=1.111, p=0.270). Levene statistical pre-test for 
visual-spatial skills also showed an insignificant value on α = 0.05 (F = 0.018, p >0.05). In conclusion, it 
it is deduced that the variance of data distribution is homogeneously observed (Martin & Bridgmon, 
2012).  

Subsequently, data analysis using independent sample t-test for post-test chemical bond concept 
knowledge for the control and treatment groups shows significant differences in chemical bond concept 
knowledge (t=-2.242, df=77,p=0.028, p<0.05) which is a mean increase of 3.57 with 95% confidence and 
medium effect size, d=0.52 (Cohen 1988) for the treatment group after using the CHEMBOND3D e-
module through Google Meet where three-dimensional molecules were displayed via Molview (Table 
5). 

Table 5. Average score, standard deviation and t-test for post-test chemical bond concept knowledge 
for the control and treatment groups 
Dependent variable Group N M SD t p 
Chemical bonding concept knowledge Control 49 17.53 5.767 -2.242 0.028 

Treatment 30 20.50 5.625 
 

As for the visual-spatial skills, data analysis showed a significant improvement in post-test scores for 
both control and treatment groups (t=-2.251, df=77, p=0.027, p<0.05), which is a mean increase of 4.20 
with 95% confidence and medium effect size, d=0.53 (Cohen 1988) for the treatment group after using 
the CHEMBOND3D e-module (Table 6). 
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DISCUSSION 

The aim of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of the CHEMBOND3D e-module in improving 
the knowledge of the chemical bonding concept and visual-spatial skills among pre-university students. 
The results of this research have shown that the CHEMBOND3D e-module has improved the students’ 
knowledge of the chemical bonding concept with the integration of web-based application, Molview. 
This is evident from the higher mean score differences obtained by students in the treatment group 
compared with the control group, even though students in the treatment group have significantly lower 
grade result in chemistry than students in the control group. These findings are significant and in line 
with those by Karacop and Doymus (2013) and Fatemah, Rasool and Habib (2020), which supported 
three-dimensional visualization tools as an important intervention in learning chemical bonding, thus 
enhancing the understanding of advanced chemistry concepts in other subtopics. Despite studies 
indicating the limitations of spatial-visual stimulus in improving students’ achievement (Al-Balushi Al-
Musawi & Ambusaidi, 2017; Hoyek et al., 2014; Mohamed-Salah & Alain, 2016), this research found that 
this module allowed students to visualize more concrete three-dimensional display of the shapes and 
bond angle of molecules. Furthermore, it also successfully created active learning that integrated 
students’ inquiry via online learning. 

The findings on visual skills in this research corroborate the findings of previous studies on the 
relationship between academic achievement and visual-spatial skills in subjects other than chemistry 
(Che et al., 2015; Dayang Suryati & Mat Rashid, 2015; Rose Khairunisa & Azlina, 2017). Although the 
impact of the visual-spatial skills is still disputed by Keehner (2011), and Uttal and Cohen (2012) as a 
skill that will gradually disappear after students learn, practice, or familiarize themselves with such 
chemistry topics, the researcher found that the CHEMBOND3D e-module acts as an intermediate 
medium between visual-spatial skills, specific knowledge domain, and chemistry learning. As such, the 
integration of this module has helped to reduce cognitive load and had high positive impact on students 
with lower visual-spatial skills (Wu & Shah, 2004). In addition, students with higher visual-spatial skills 
can retain systematically acquired knowledge in long-term memory and can subsequently apply them 
in complicated problem solving that require higher-order thinking skills.  

This research has shown that application of computer-based technologies has a significant positive 
effect on in knowledge of chemical bonding concept and visual spatial skills. Thus, classroom practice 
in chemistry teaching and learning needs to place greater emphasis on discourse relating to students’ 
conceptions, the provision of opportunities for students to experience chemistry at the macroscopic, 
submicroscopic and symbolic levels. Thus, teacher should apply their professional capabilities to lean 
toward this style of learning by using acceptable concrete representations of the particulate basis of 
chemical structure and shape. Graphics, tablet games, and videos can be an effective way to make what 
the students learning chemical bonding more interesting and accessible (Taber, 2005). However, this 
must be balanced by making shifts between thinking about the symbolic (computer models) and 
submicroscopic (particle model) levels and provides a suitable platform for future learning. 

The application of 3D visualization technology in learning chemistry increases the interest of students 
and make the learning aid more appealing to them. In addition, it can improve learning and make it 
more effective. It can also provide better experience by creating a concrete and practical modelling 
configuration in visualizing molecules to help students who face difficulties in learning (Urso & Fisher, 
2015). Although Lowe (2004), and Korakakis et al. (2009) found that these chemical molecular 

Table 6. Average score, standard deviation and t-test for post-test visual-spatial skills for the control 
and treatment groups 
Dependent variable Group N M SD t p 
Visual-spatial skills Control 49 20.04 5.809 -2.251 0.027 

Treatment 30 22.90 4.887 
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visualization application could cause the ‘‘overwhelming” effect among students due to the advantage 
to observe and re-examine sections of static visuals (3D illustrations) which require high level of 
conceptive and cognitive processes, the use of information, communication and technology can be a 
good opportunity to create chemistry learning applications with effective tools to develop new methods 
and techniques in chemistry educational programmes. Thus, if these programmes improve all students’ 
spatial skills significantly and pass the threshold of spatial skill, this might prepare them to enroll and 
succeed in STEM disciplines (Gold et al., 2018). 

The delivery of verbal and visual description encourages students to actively select relevant information 
from representation, organize new information and consolidate information into mental models 
coherently. Thus, building a systematic association between verbal and visual representation. 
Furthermore, Päßler and Hell (2012) also found that students with better visual-spatial skills tend to 
further their studies in science-related courses, which are experiencing drastic drops in enrolment in the 
national education system. Therefore, more research should be carried out to study the correlation 
between academic achievements and visual-spatial skills in higher education institution. This would 
eventually lead to more concrete and comprehensive research findings. 

CONCLUSION 

Quality chemistry education is crucial to produce human capital that can excel in the field of science. 
Digital technology offers vast potentials in the online teaching and learning environment. This new 
reality indeed challenges educators to develop innovative teaching strategies that support online 
teaching and learning. Hence, the integration of web-based visualization tools enables students to 
master the chemical bonding concept. This can be used entirely online as a new alternative to help 
educators address the problem of the absence of face-to-face teaching and empowerment processes 
compared to the use of concrete physical models. In addition, this teaching method can be extended to 
teach chemistry in upper secondary school, and also in higher education institutions for science students 
in matriculation, diploma and bachelor’s degree programmes. Since this research focused on students 
in urban schools, it is suggested that future research should focus on students in rural schools who come 
from different socio-economic background and may have limited access to Internet facilities. Besides 
chemical bonding, research can also be carried out on other digital visualization tools such as virtual 
reality and augmented reality in support of learning complex chemistry concepts such as reaction 
mechanisms and chemical equilibrium. 
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